
Baptiste Meurant
 43 years  ⏱ 18 years XP

Software developer, Architect, Technical Director at Worldline

Experienced full-stack developer and software architect. I am pragmatism and
commited to the principles of software craftsmanship. I like working in a team, with
motivated and passionate people. I like learning from people, sharing, leading,
discussing technologies, designs, architectures, etc. I try to maintain a balance between
development and technical management.

  Lyon, France

✉ baptiste.meurant@gmail.com  (+33)6 16 98 52 71  https://bmeurant.github.io
 bmeurant  baptistemeurant  bmeurant

Java & ecosystem

Experience time: 18 years  
Spring & ecosystem

Experience time: 17 years  
JPA & Hibernate

Experience time: 17 years  
SQL & Databases

Experience time: 17 years

Javascript & ecosystem

Experience time: 10 years  
HTML, CSS, Sass

Experience time: 15 years  
ember

Experience time: 7 years  
Git

Experience time: 13 years

Architecture & Methodology

Experience time: 12 years  
REST

Experience time: 14 years  
CleanCode

Experience time: 13 years  
Cloud & DevOps

Experience time: 5 years

⚙  OTHER TECH SKILLS

Infrastructure, Agile, Containers, IaC, Automation, NoSQL, Linux, REST, Security, Open Source

  OTHER SKILLS

Tech lead, Production, PreSales, Budget, FinOps, Team leading, Teaching & Mentoring, Communication

Technical Director   Jan. 2017  -  Present

 Worldline

MTS France division  ~250 projects, ~1500 people, 12 direct reports   Feb. 2023  -  Present

Ministries & Administrations division  ~20 projects, ~200 people, 3 direct reports   Jan. 2017  -  Feb. 2023

My role, and the role of my team, is to support the division's operations.
Strategy: monitoring, technical transformation, performance improvement.
Technical & Operational: quality, performance, production, expertise & support, tooling, technologies (Architecture, Languages,
Frameworks, DevOps, Cloud, etc.).
Human: skills management, training, team support.
Communication: sharing skills and expertise, animation & maintenace of the technical blog.

Resource person during pre sales, dev & run, supporting architects, lead developers, teams in building modern and efficient
architectures.

Transversal software architect   Apr. 2010  -  Jan. 2017

 Worldline

Banking & Insurance sector   Jan. 2015  -  Jan. 2017

Public sector & Administrations   Apr. 2010  -  Dec. 2014

Software architectures, web platform design. Team support, technical quality management.
Focus: design for extension, scalability, maintainability, quality, performance, robustness, reliability.
Technologies: Java, JavaScript, ember, HTML, CSS, REST APIs, Spring, Hibernate, Modern Web Applications.

Software Architect   May 2008  -  Apr. 2010

 Worldline

Responsible for the design, architecture and solutions for major web applications and services platforms.
Technological choices, software design, development and deployment tools, pre-sales, technical lead and development.
Technologies: Java, JavaScript, HTML, CSS, Struts, Tapestry, JSP, Spring, Hibernate, etc.







  CONTACT ME

  MAIN SKILLS

  WORK EXPERIENCE

https://twitter.com/WorldlineFrance
mailto:baptiste.meurant@gmail.com
mailto:baptiste.meurant@gmail.com
https://bmeurant.github.io/
https://bmeurant.github.io/
https://github.com/bmeurant
https://github.com/bmeurant
https://www.linkedin.com/in/baptistemeurant
https://www.linkedin.com/in/baptistemeurant
http://stackoverflow.com/users/3047496/bmeurant
http://stackoverflow.com/users/3047496/bmeurant
https://blog.worldline.tech/


CONTRIBUTOR, LEADER RESTHUB  2009 - 2015

Open source stack to build Modern Web Applications based on
Spring, Backbone, Hibernate. Discontinued. 

EMBER TRAINING

An in-depth introduction to ember. Can be followed as an
autonomous tutorial but also to serve as a tool for training. 

CNRS, JAVASCRIPT ECOSYSTEM
PRESENTATION

 2017

A 2-hour presentation on the JavaScript ecosystem for the CNRS
ARAMIS network in Lyon. 

OPENSOURCE CONTRIBUTIONS

Modest OpenSource contributions on ember framework,
creation of an ember addon, etc.



TECHNICAL TRANSLATIONS  2014

Contribution to the french translation of Git probook v2.
Translation of an article about emberjs in enterprise on InfoQ



ARTICLES & TUTORIALS  2007, 2014, 2017

Spring, Tapestry & Hibernate tutorials (in french), translated by
the Apache Tapestry team, articles about ember(in french) and
SPA. Various contributions on Worldline Tech Blog 

Mother tongue Proficient (C1) Intermediate Learning

 puzzles, especially the more complex ones
 music, occasional singing lessons
 outdoor activities, hikes, trips
☥ passion for ancient Egypt, learning hieroglyphic Egyptian

Application Manager   Jul. 2006  -  May 2010

 Worldline

Specifications, design, programing, technical and functional support, production monitoring.
Technologies: Web applications (Java, Javascript, HTML, CSS), infrastructures platforms (mailing, etc.)

Software engineer   Oct. 2005  -  Jul. 2006

 France Telecom - Orange

Business analysis, software and database design for managing commercial offers, partners management.
Technologies: Java, SQL, HTML, CSS, JSP, XML, UML





Institut National des Sciences Appliquées  2002 - 2005

 Lyon, France

Master degree, Computer science

Institut Universitaire de Technologie  2000 - 2002

 Aix en Provence, France

Associate degree, Computing

Université de Technologie  1998 - 2000

 Compiègne, France

Core Curiculum

Lycée Louis Thuilliez  1998

 Amiens, France

High school diploma, with high honours









French English Spanish

  THINGS I HAVE DONE

  EDUCATION

  LANGUAGES

  INTERESTS

https://github.com/resthub
https://aramis.resinfo.org/doku.php?id=ateliers:ecosystemjs-23032017
https://aramis.resinfo.org/doku.php?id=ateliers:ecosystemjs-23032017
https://bmeurant.github.io/jsecosystem/#/
https://github.com/emberjs/ember.js/pull/13553
https://github.com/bmeurant/ember-array-contains-helper
https://github.com/progit/progit2-fr/commits?author=bmeurant
https://www.infoq.com/fr/articles/ember-en-entreprise
http://baptiste-meurant.developpez.com/
https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/TAPESTRY5/Tapstry5First+project+with+Tapestry5%2C+Spring+and+Hibernate
http://putaindecode.io/fr/articles/js/ember/
https://medium.com/@bmeurant/enhance-your-ember-apps-with-fastboot-b693f1a66793
https://blog.worldline.tech/authors/#baptiste-meurant
https://www.insa-lyon.fr/
https://iut.univ-amu.fr/fr/formations/bachelor-universitaire-de-technologie/but-informatique/but-info-aix
https://www.utc.fr/

